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is SOP 

M I L I T A R Y

PRE-MADE BARRIER POUCHES 

CUSTOM 3D SHROUDS/LINERS

DECONTAMINATION KITS

MRE POUCHES

BODY BAGS

DRY FILLING

LIQUID FILLING

MIL-SPEC MATERIALS

Whether people need products for disaster relief or a military conflict, the response must be 
swift, strategic, and systematic. And the packaging for the materials and equipment is just as 
mission-critical. Enlist Maco PKG for your next job:

•	  We’re veterans when it comes to this work—we’ve been doing work with the military since 
World War II.

•	 Your packaging solutions will meet the latest mil specs and quality certifications.

•	 	Our knowledgeable staff has extensive experience helping distributors, brokers and 
manufacturers develop the right solutions to meet rigorous applications.

•	 	Your Maco team can mobilize the equipment, processes and specialists you need  
in-house to meet challenging deadlines.

•	 	Because we’re employee-owned, you can count on our commitment to helping you make 
your budget go farther.



 

M I L I T A R Y

Talk to your Maco PKG rep today, or visit us online at MacoPKG.com

It’s our quality control that’s rigid
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Maco PKG is your single source for a wide range of flexible packaging solutions—including bags, pouches  
and contract packaging of both liquid and dry products. We are employee-owned and operate a modern, 200,000 
square- foot facility that allows us to manage virtually every aspect of the packaging process, increasing the speed  
and efficiency of your products to market.

Packaging solutions are flexible.

Leverage your capabilities. Whether you’re a 
distributor, broker or manufacturer, Maco PKG 
makes it easier to produce customized products 
for the military. In fact, we’ve been meeting 
strict government standards since 1942. That’s 
when our first military contracts put Maco on 
the map and propelled our abilities to develop 
innovative packaging solutions. Building on that 
proud heritage, our people have deep knowledge, 
extensive technical expertise and long tenure. 
They’ll partner with you to get your packaging 
produced quickly and cost-effectively.

We meet or exceed all Military Standard 
Testing. Whatever you need—from extra-large, 
3D camouflage bags to die-cut pouches that 
provide puncture resistance, moisture resistance 
and oxygen barrier—Maco can do it. The 
range of work we’ve produced for the military 
is extensive, and we’re always developing 
new solutions based on the latest government 
standards. We have a full, onsite quality 
assurance lab to do military testing, and we’ll 
provide you with Certificates of Compliance and 
Mil-Spec data sheets.

It starts with living the solution. Even if there 
doesn’t seem to be one, yet. You provide us with 
the government specs and sizes you need, and 
we do the rest—right up to first article approval. 
We can mobilize our internal resources to make 
the project work for your needs. And you can 
count on Maco team to suggest cost-effective 
ways to stretch your budget. 

All quality certifications are in force. 
Naturally, because we package food and 
beverages, we’re FDA-certified and both organic 
and kosher. We’re proud of our ISO 9001:2008 
certification and we’ve also maintained an AIB 
(American Institute of Baking) superior rating.

Member, Research & Development Associates 
for Military Food & Packaging Systems, Inc.  
If you’re an industry that works with the 
government, we have the experience and 
credentials to help you design and develop 
exactly the packaging you need for military use.

Made in USA. We are proud to say 
our manufacturing and operations 
are US-based. 


